Dormitory Dance Committee Raises Attendance Limit

Tickets Almost All Sold Out After Four Days

Prof. A. A. Schafer To Speak

An almost complete sell-out was reported yesterday by the Dormitory dance committee for the eighth annual dormitory dance. This is after only three days of dorm sales and one day of sales in the main lobby.

The original limit for the dance was set as one hundred sixty couples, but because of the large demand the committee was forced to raise the limit to two hundred fifty. All tables on the main floor are already taken and most of those on the balcony. The ticket office in the main lobby continues for three or four more days.

Professor A. A. Schafer of the department of Engineering, who is the new dormitory dance committee chairman, will speak at the dance.

The committee in charge of the dance is: Miss Mabel H. Cheek, D. B. Smith, '38, chairman; L. M. Cournoyer, Jr., vice chairman; M. H. Madison, '38; M. R. Kohn, '38; Franklin S. Atwater, '38, and Bernard W. Mohren, '38.

Doctor L. B. Andrews Talks to Graduates on Modern Use of Radio

The Tech. (Continued from page 4)

Dr. Andrews is in charge of the department of Physics at Harvard University and is an authority on the latest developments in Science. He began the discussion by stating the obvious fact that Science is now on the move and that it is in the hands of the people. He continued that Science is not just for the academician, but is for the man in the street.

Dr. Andrews was also critical of the way in which the people of the country are using Science. He stated that the people of the country are not using Science for the betterment of themselves and their fellow men.

Dr. Andrews' lecture was well received by the graduates present and many of the graduates expressed their thanks for the lecture.

Statistics Fined Goes On Rampage With Architecture Building Figures

The T. E. N. General Manager, Will B. Jamison, '39, has fined the contractors, James and Webster, for working four days after this term ends. The fine is for the entire building program.

The new building on Massachusetts Avenue will cost $2,250,000. About $350,000 is needed for the concrete floor to be poured in the fall. The building will cost $2,250,000 to build.

Since the Institute is built on filled land, piles must be driven to give a sufficiently firm foundation. Under the new building, there are driven 2,000 of these piles, some of which must be driven through 130 feet of wood, while others might have to be driven through 200 feet. Since the right kind of wood is not available, the Institute troutstone from Indiana.

The 400 tons of structural steel and the 200,000 pounds of reinforcing bars represent some thirty freight car loads, which are the only things connected with the building that it would be impossible to move.

Since the Institute is built on filled land, piles must be driven to give a sufficiently firm foundation. Under the new building, there are driven 2,000 of these piles, some of which must be driven through 130 feet of wood, while others might have to be driven through 200 feet. Since the right kind of wood is not available, the Institute troutstone from Indiana.

Business Policies Subject of Talk

Ex-Governor of Massachusetts

And Former NBS.C. Commissioner

The former Governor of Massachusetts, Joseph E. Bly, and the former chairman of the National Social Security Board, William H. Elliott, will be the speakers at the Technical Open Forum in Eastman Hall on Tuesday, January 18.

The subject of the discussion will be: "What Are the Proper Limits of Federal Regulation of Business?" Both men are particularly well qualified to discuss this timely question because of their connections with the government in this field. Bly will present the public support in its policy of regulation of private business. Mr. Elliott will discuss the vexing question of what limits to the industrial community should be extended by the government.

The question of governmental policy should be especially interesting to the public at the time of the President's last message to Congress. Other current issues of the day such as the Workmen's and Hours Act will be discussed. The Tech Engineering News will undoubtedly play a prominent part in the debate.

Ten Cents Offered For Book Copies Of Oct. 18 The Tech

Ten cents will be paid for copies of Volume XVIII, No. 10 of The Tech. The date of this issue is October 18, 1937. Any one wishing to turn in such copies, do so at the Business Office of The Tech, room 361, Walker Memorial.

Photography Courses Offered By Y.M.C.A.

One Course For Beginners, One For Advanced Students

Two courses in photography, one for beginners and one for advanced students are being offered by the Boston Y. M. C. A. starting next week. Both courses are open to the general public.

The Tech Engineering News will hold a banquet for the one who can solve the question of the correct answer to the problem of "What Are the Proper Limits of Federal Regulation of Business?" The Tech Engineering News will hold a banquet for the one who can solve the question of the correct answer to the problem of "What Are the Proper Limits of Federal Regulation of Business?"

Dr. William R. Willard, '39, was elected president of Alumni 751, Inc., honorary scouting fraternity, at its annual meeting on Tuesday, January 18, at 5:30. The banquet held in the Main Hall of Walker, Massachusetts Avenue, was attended by over two hundred people. The banquet was attended by over two hundred people.

Mr. Roy F. Williams, the guest speaker, was introduced by Mr. George H. Johnson in his talk.

Mr. Williams was the chairman of the Student Research Laboratories. "Previews of Progress" next Tuesday afternoon, January 18, at 4 o'clock in the Tech, will be presented by the Student Research Laboratories. "Previews of Progress" next Tuesday afternoon, January 18, at 4 o'clock in the Tech, will be presented by the Student Research Laboratories.

M. H. Madison, '38, toastmaster for the evening, had principally two things to do. He started off the evening by giving a short talk on the history of the magazine. He then went on to explain the various issues of the magazine.
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CONSCIENCE AND R. O. T. C.

IT was just a year ago that the Institute made the first breach in its requirements for graduation, allowing several of the Faculty, conscientious objectors are now permitted to substitute other courses.

It is too early to evaluate the success of the plan, for it has been in operation only this term, and not enough men have made the commitment for any general or practical predictions. The question involved is whether students will try to get out of taking the military training should be abolished."}

One thing we particularly like about Professor Svenson is the way he makes his students do real work. To listen to Mr. Lee, one might think that Harvard has put education in a "straightjacket," stifling every effort of the schools to in-}

The close of classes and the beginning of exams would permit to make the substitutions so that students will try to get out of taking the military training beyond the realm of possibility that R. O. T. C. could be maintained and actually decrease the "ordeal," and would para-}

The Tech

Reviews and Previews

METROPOLITAN—After running repeatedly on the stages, Touchow comes to the screen with Clive Brook Collection, with the stories of Ho and R. O. T. C. training do not have the validity claimed for them. If con-}
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stultifying every effort of the schools to intro-}

To listen to Mr. Lee, one might think that Harvard has put education in a "straightjacket," stifling every effort of the schools to introdu-}

Clothes Admission To Catholic Club Dance

To obtain clothing for charity don-}

Nothing could be a better statement issued recently by School Committeeman Joseph Lee, who received the award. Lee would be even more valuable to the student and society than Military Training, then I believe that the compulsory feature of Military Training should be abolished."}
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Nothing could be a better statement issued recently by School Committeeman Joseph Lee, who received the award. Lee would be even more valuable to the student and society than Military Training, then I believe that the compulsory feature of Military Training should be abolished."}
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On Being Pleased

One thing we particularly like about Professor Svenson is the way he makes his students do real work. To listen to Mr. Lee, one might think that Harvard has put education in a "straightjacket," stifling every effort of the schools to intro-
Tech Hoopsters Overcome Clark In Overtime Game
Paul Schneider Stars As Home Quint Wins First Game Of Year 36-34
Freshmen Play Here Tonight

From the shadows of defeat, a fighting Tech basketball team came back twice to overcome leads piled up by a Clark University team, and went on to win in an extra period by a score of 36-34. The game was played last Wednesday night in the Hangar Gym. It was the first victory for the En-}

Tech Hockey Team Battles Two Teams
Team Plays Bowdoin Here Today And Then Meets Colby Here Tomorrow

In an attempt to continue its record-three-game-winning streak, the Beaver hockey team meets Bowdoin this noon, Friday, and Colby tomorrow. Both contests will take place at the Boston Arena.

Already this season, after dropping their first two games to Boston University and Harvard, the Beavers defeated Brown, Northeastern and A.A. in close contests. There is every indication that wins are in order this weekend. Neither Colby nor Bowdoin are as strong as the teams which Tech has succeeded in taming and the engineers are still as strong as ever. The star-studded roster of Cambridge, which has featured the successful Tech season, can be depended upon to serve as the Beaver spearhead.

For Tech was Co-Captain Paul Schnei-
der who totaled fifteen points in for the home quint.

Tonight in Tech gym the strong freshman team will play host to Brighton Academy. A good game is expected as the visitors have four all-state men on their squad.

To Meet Wesleyan U. At University Club
Swimmers After First Victory To Meet Powerful Foe In Wesleyan

Still looking for their first win of the season after losing 57-18 to Trinity last week, the Technology Men meet Wesleyan University at the University Club tonight at 8 p.m. Wesleyan has a powerful swimming team, but as the swimmers have competed in four previous meets, hope is held for a good score.

With Red Williams, former University of Miami swimmer, in the broad-
stroke; the Tech men should put up a good fight. Stu Paige, consistent point winner in the dive, out of the last meet with sinus trouble, may go in as a last starter. Dave Margoshis, the breaststroke, who has been getting the practice he needed, looks ready to hit his stride tonight.

The lineup:
Medley Relay—Brewster, Williams, Gardner.
225 Yd. Swim—Brewster, Parker, 50 Yd. Swim, Mats, Brandis.
Dive—Cook, and Paige or Pope.
100 Yd. Swim—Scheler, Matt, Back—Brewster, Mott.
200 Breast—Williams, Morganthaler.

Veteran Jim Edwards tells why tobacco experts prefer Luckies 2 to 1...

"I recently sold 489,000 pounds of tobacco in one 6½ hour day," says Mr. J. N. Edwards of Farmville, North Carolina. "There was a buyer, naturally, for every one of those 489,000 pounds... But there was as much difference between the best grades and the inferior, as between a thirsty girl and a homely one. At auction after auction, I've seen Lucky Sticks go after the prettiest loss of tobacco. It's no wonder Luckies taste so good. I've smoked them since I was 17. And another thing... even after you've tobacco bid all during a seven hour day, Luckies are still just as easy as ever on my throat..."
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Photograph

(Continued from page 1)

Ester Street, and the advanced course on Tuesday at 8 P.M. in the Boston Y. M. C. A., 141 Huntington Avenue. Those interested are limited to 80 young men and women each; a fee of $25 is charged n.o.m. members of the Y. M. C. A., and members charged $1.

The beginners course is planned to teach the students the mechanics of picturing, taking opportunities being presented to make a study of the art and be familiar with the various types of cameras now in use, both in miniature and large. The course will also include work in developing and printing, and discussion of color photography, composition of pictures, present trends and lighting and enlarging and framing.

S. T. E. (Continued from page 1)

The rest of the new board is as follows: Jack H. Bloom, '40, Associate Editor; Norman E. Landowne, '40, Associate Editor; John G. Leach, '40, Managing Editor; Stan E. Crawford, '40, Art Editor; Samuel F. Card, Jr., '38, Advertising Manager; Gordon A. Fairbanks, '40, Treasurer; Eugene F. West, '40, Committee Manager; Oliver H. Fulton, '40, Publicity Manager, and James S. Bryson, '40, Personal Manager.

Among the guests at the banquet were Mr. Horace S. Ford, Dean Harold E. Lobell, Dean Edwin S. Burdell, Mr. J. R. Egan, Killian, Jr., and Mrs. E. H. Buckingham.

Registration Material Due Today to Avoid $5.00 Fine

Registration material must be returned to Room 1-219 before the 1 P.M. today to avoid the $5.00 fine. New and duplicate envelopes in Institute mail boxes today; expect them to be delivered in Rooms 3-107 before 1 P.M. In the morning, see your material directly to Room 3-107.

TEN процентов населения americana предпочитают Camel. Они считаю, что сорта этой продукции обеспечивают низкий уровень стресса. Многое говорит о том, что Camels и без того неплохо упакованы в красный и черный кейс с черной кожаной отделкой.

DO GOLFERS APPRECIATE CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCO?

FAMOUS golfers like Gene Sarazen, Helen Hicks, Lawson Little, and Ralph Goldahl prefer Camels. They have found that costing tobacco do place Camels in a class apart. Listen to Ralph Goldahl, National Open Champion: "I've smoked no Camels for 10 years," he says. "I smoke lots of Camels and they never jangle my nerves.

And millions of Americans prefer Camels day after day—making them the largest-selling cigarette in America.